IntelliJ IDEA 14 139.144.2 Release Notes
No subsystem
IDEA-129005 (Usability
Problem)

Licensing: Better descriptions for available assets in "Choose Asset panel"

IDEA-89317 (Cosmetics
)

"Side Effects Found" dialog is ugly

IDEA-131239 (Bug)

"Alt F3" search in editor should have "pink" background if there are no matches

IDEA-129602 (Bug)

Issue with classes starting with lower case character

IDEA-117429 (Bug)

'Base on This Class' action doesn't work properly in Hierarchy window

IDEA-131128 (Bug)

The package chooser is invoked unexpectedly on hovering XMLConfigurationFile action is New menu
for compact package structure; xml config can't be created

WEB-13600 (Bug)

Flagging scientific notation in JSON as an error (eg: 1.23e-5)

WEB-13676 (Bug)

Lots of exception thrown; resulting in TooManyErrorsException

Android
IDEA-131023 (Bug)

Android AAR assets not included in compiled APK (android maven plugin)

IDEA-130315 (Bug)

Android + Gradle: new default project is created with multiple compilation errors

IDEA-131112 (Bug)

Android: some Android-specific actions are available in non-android projects; NPEs on invoking
some of these actions

IDEA-129775 (Bug)

IDEA doesn't add jar inside of lib folder inside of AAR

CSS
WEB-13736 (Cosmetics
)

CSS completion: Browser compatibility icons are too distracting

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEA-113631 (Bug)

False positive error: "cannot cast"

Code Formatting
and Code Style
IDEA-95126 (Feature)

Arrangement: Provide ability to negate conditions

IDEA-95117 (Feature)

Arrangement: Allow to specify 'condition sequences'

IDEA-131147 (Bug)

Code Style: "Detect and use existing file indents for editing": old indent state is used on the first
update

CoffeeScript
WEB-13578 (Bug)

CoffeeScript: recognize Javascript language version inside injections

DB.Console
DBE-812 (Feature)

DB.Introspection

Add a button on every refactoring dialog which has an SQL preview, to open the SQL fragment on
the database console

DBE-129 (Bug)

Intellisense and Inspection for DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE

DB.Refactoring
DBE-864 (Feature)

Please make "unique" checkbox on new index UI unchecked by default

DBE-867 (Bug)

Create index on a field named with reserved word fails

Dart
WEB-11612 (Bug)

Dart import quickfix does not work if there are other imports

WEB-13756 (Bug)

Dart local imports are not resolved if project folder has spaces in path

Debugger
IDEA-131435 (Cosmeti
cs)

Debugger: quick evaluate: array initializer is suggested, but reported invalid

IDEA-125136 (Bug)

variables/watches are not updated when changes come from different view

IDEA-131230 (Bug)

Read action should not be required for XDebugSessionImpl.breakpointReached

IDEA-131247 (Bug)

Debugger: changes in watches made out of debugger session are not saved

IDEA-131105 (Bug)

Inspect arrays and collections does not work

IDEA-131100 (Bug)

RubyMine EAP does not detect evaluate expression code fragment mode any more

IDEA-131298 (Bug)

Eliminate Ctrl+enter vs Enter confusion in evaluation dialog

Diff_Merge
IDEA-16393 (Usability
Problem)

Add ability to customize default next-diff/prev-diff bindings (for example to Alt-Down/Alt-Up)

IDEA-123196 (Usability
Problem)

Merge tool should support stepping over only unresolved conflicts

IDEA-115799 (Perform
ance Problem)

Visual Merge tool produce 100% CPU usage

IDEA-94552 (Cosmetics
)

Diff connector line is too short by one pixel

Editor. Code
Completion
IDEA-131251 (Usability
Problem)

Please disable insert selected variant on typing dot... on comment nodes

IDEA-131207 (Bug)

Live Template: escaping back-slash in Variable

Editor. Editing
Text
IDEA-93998 (Usability
Problem)

In overwrite mode it is impossible to add new line to the file

IDEA-116877 (Usability
Problem)

IntelliJ should disallow line breaks in changelist name

IDEA-126958 (Bug)

Syntax-coloured copying: TODOs color are ignored

IDEA-131249 (Exceptio
n)

Throwable at TextRange.assertProperRange() through StatementMover

File System
IDEA-131281 (Bug)

VfsImplUtil$2 processing of (after) vfs events is slow (11.5s)

File Watchers
WEB-13667 (Bug)

Can't jump to error reported line with File Watcher and TypeScript 1.1.0-1

WEB-13719 (Bug)

TypeScript: when File Watcher is enabled some errors are not highlighted in the Editor

Find, Replace,
Find Usages
IDEA-130637 (Cosmeti
cs)

Find: "Context" chooser combobox cut-off

IDEA-130894 (Bug)

Find usages does not support operators

GWT
IDEA-85739 (Bug)

GWT: UiBinder: required attributes warning shouldn't trigger for provided fields

IDEA-121463 (Bug)

@UIField Errors inspection does not support the LazyDomElement class

IDEA-130149 (Bug)

GWT UIBinder inherited method parse issue

IDEA-130924 (Bug)

IDEA notifies on unexisting syntax error

IDEA-82138 (Bug)

IDEA doesn't take into account fields imported via "ui:import" element of UiBinder template

IDEA-130500 (Bug)

GWT Super Dev Mode ignores module's public folder

IDEA-109892 (Bug)

GWT inspection "Inconsistent GWT localizable interface" cannot handle plural/alternate message

IDEA-54195 (Bug)

GWT Async Interface: Good code is red

IDEA-114172 (Bug)

initWidget method call is not generated in UIBinder class

IDE.User
Interface
DBE-876 (Bug)

Open query at console: button looks strange at Windows and Ubuntu

Jade
WEB-7913 (Feature)

JADE: Completing final quote when write the initial quote

WEB-13626 (Bug)

Jade: no color highlighting for CSS Style and Less/Stylus filters content

Java. Error
Highlighting
IDEA-125423 (Bug)

Bad code marked green: generics

IDEA-57508 (Bug)

Error '<T>copy(java.util.List<T>,java.util.List<? extends T>) in pck.X cannot be applied to
(java.util.List<capture#303 of ?>,java.util.List<capture#6 of ?>)' is not highlgihted

IDEA-59283 (Bug)

Bad code is green: non-compiling wildcard generics

IDEA-57537 (Bug)

Error '<S>bar(pck.B<pck.B<S>>.C) in pck.D<T> cannot be applied to (pck.B<pck.B<?>>.C)' is
not highlighted

IDEA-67862 (Bug)

Error 'cannot find symbol method iterator()' is not detected

IDEA-131417 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: erroneous "Incompatible parameter types in lambda expression"

IDEA-131348 (Bug)

Incorrect code not highlighted (varargs using Java 8)

IDEA-57293 (Bug)

Error '<T,S>bar(pck.A<T,S>) in pck.C cannot be applied to (pck.A<capture#514 of ?,capture#474
of ?>)' is not highlighted

Java. Refactoring
IDEA-131240 (Bug)

Deleting an unused overloaded static method removes wrong static import

IDEA-131246 (Bug)

Refactor -> Encapsulate Fields quietly errors out if getters/setters are already present

IDEA-131378 (Bug)

Refactoring package name produces incorrect results for non-code changes

Java.Inspections
IDEA-131390 (Bug)

Null pointer on commit to git

IDEA-131206 (Bug)

AnonymousCanBeLambdaInspection: false positive on method annotated with runtime-annotations

IDEA-131285 (Bug)

Severe memory leak in ideaIU-139.1.20 and ideaIU-139.69.2 builds

JavaScript
WEB-13777 (Feature)

JSON: Settings: provide Colors And Fonts

Project
Configuration
IDEA-113773 (Bug)

Welcome Screen: no way to correct search query in recent project panel, because Backspace
deletes projects now

Project View
IDEA-131416 (Bug)

Delete key on a Module in Project View Toolwindow does nothing

Run | Debug
configuration
IDEA-96819 (Bug)

CTRL + F2 shortcut not killing process [Ubuntu 12.04]

SQL
IDEA-120059 (Bug)

SQL dialect detection quickfix has no sense for the file out of the project

IDEA-131288 (Bug)

Good SQL red for "on UPDATE" syntax (MySQL dialect)

SQL.Editing
DBE-877 (Exception)

'Open query in console': no query is shown in console if console was closed before action

SQL.Highlighting
DBE-872 (Feature)

SQL: Inspections: Auto-increment duplicate: the inspection could be extended for MS SQL and
Sybase dialects

DBE-780 (Feature)

Inspections: 'Auto-increment duplicate' should work also for MS SQL, DB2

Spring
IDEA-128779 (Usability
Problem)

Spring tool window: the right-most tab should preserve user-defined width

IDEA-123889 (Bug)

SpringMVC project template has outdated spring-core version in pom.xml file, causes
IllegalArgumentException with Java 8

Structural Search
and Replace
IDEA-130949 (Bug)

Structural Search does not support nested classes syntax

Template
Languages.
Velocity
IDEA-131372 (Bug)

Good code is red: Angular and Velocity don't mix well

Thymeleaf
IDEA-130231 (Bug)

Thymeleaf: the literals substitution is not parsed properly in complex expressions

IDEA-130234 (Bug)

Thymeleaf: don't parse anything except ${...}/*{...} expressions and #{...} messages inside
substitutions

IDEA-130332 (Bug)

Thymeleaf: support data-th-* syntax

IDEA-130527 (Bug)

Thymeleaf: default case in switch operator is not parsed

IDEA-130246 (Bug)

Thymeleaf: preprocessing symbol ('__') is not parsed

IDEA-129954 (Bug)

Thymeleaf: expressions are not parsed properly in message arguments

IDEA-130680 (Bug)

Thymeleaf: th:assert value is not parsed properly

IDEA-130180 (Bug)

Thymeleaf: index numbers are not parsed

IDEA-130181 (Bug)

Thymeleaf: the unary minus operator is not parsed

Unit Tests
WEB-13744 (Bug)

karma rerun tests lunches new karma servers

User Interface
IDEA-122990 (Usability
Problem)

Scrollbar overlaps content and prevents clicking

IDEA-131126 (Cosmeti
cs)

Selection coloring gets an excessive offset on editor left margin on 139

IDEA-130808 (Bug)

Settings dialog: search field: clean icon disappears when focus is off the field

IDEA-131149 (Bug)

Preferences search occasionally doesn't find items in Keymap section

IDEA-130812 (Bug)

Settings / Keymap: custom scheme is shown selected, but all shortcuts are from Default
(regression)

IDEA-131108 (Bug)

com.intellij.util.ui.Animator doesn't work in Welcome Wizard (where there is no application)

IDEA-130997 (Bug)

Editor gutter tooltips must properly de-escape content

IDEA-131059 (Bug)

Look and Feel: change of Look and Feel after restart turns into change of Color Scheme

Version Control
IDEA-122007 (Feature)

Improve "Copy Hash" action in Git log

IDEA-130650 (Usability
Problem)

git push to non-origin remotes not working

IDEA-116192 (Usability
Problem)

Show star* near date/author in the log table if commit-date/committer is different from
author-date/author

IDEA-131186 (Cosmeti
cs)

Vcs log does not look nice after look&feel switch

IDEA-124768 (Bug)

Git: log for external repository is not shown if vcs-integration for current project is not enabled

IDEA-130779 (Exceptio
n)

Exception when pushing Mercurial repository in a mixed project

IDEA-120133 (Exceptio
n)

RE at com.intellij.openapi.vcs.changes.ChangeListWorker.removeChangeList

Version Control.
Git
IDEA-84771 (Usability
Problem)

Cherry-pick: do not propose to commit empty changelist

IDEA-112732 (Usability
Problem)

git changes log: copy & paste does not work as expected

IDEA-116748 (Bug)

Git Cherry-Pick didn't commit more about a half of the files (150)

IDEA-95523 (Bug)

Live lock when calling Update Project during Cherry-Pick

IDEA-131438 (Bug)

Git Push ignores choosed repository

IDEA-130898 (Exceptio
n)

RE at com.intellij.util.xmlb.XmlSerializerImpl.newInstance

Version Control.
Perforce
IDEA-131255 (Bug)

Perforce Job Specification Parse Error

Version Control.
Subversion
IDEA-130628 (Perform
ance Problem)

Subversion-related CPU hugging

IDEA-130923 (Bug)

Deadlock when trigger SVN-Commit

